SELLER’S MATCHING NUMBERS STATEMENT
Seller Name (Please Print)

Business Name (If Applicable)

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Lot #

Vehicle Identification Number - VIN

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Year

Make

Model

I, the above mentioned Seller, certify the Vehicle I am selling referenced above is a “Matching Numbers” Vehicle. I state that I have
personally inspected the numbers on the Vehicle and confirm their accuracy.
I understand that the generally accepted term “Matching Numbers” for this transaction may apply to:
Please check the following that apply to this Vehicle:



Engine Casting Numbers



“Original to Car” Transmission



Engine Casting Dates



“Original to Car” Rear Axle Assembly



Engine Assembly Codes



“Original to Car” Frame / Body Panels



Engine and VIN / Serial Derivatives

All must be present in a manner consistent with the year, make, and model of the Vehicle. Further, I understand that the VIN in some
instances identifies a specific model or option and that the VIN of this Vehicle is correct for the model and options represented. Any and
all remaining numbers on the Vehicle may not be applicable to this transaction or meet the term “Matching Numbers.”
Should the Vehicle be sold and found not to be Matching Numbers as verified by the Buyer and Premier Auction Group, Premier
Auction Group has the right to void the sale and the Seller will be responsible for all fees incurred for the sale of the Vehicle. This
includes but is not limited to: entry fees, all Buyer and Seller fees, commissions and transportation charges. I agree that by
representing the Vehicle as having “Matching Numbers” that I offer a guarantee that supersedes the “AS IS” terms of the sale.
Premier Auction Group and Seller recognize that some numbers are difficult to inspect prior to the sale of the Vehicle and will allow the
Buyer 24 hours after the end of the Auction, to inspect and accept the numbers and this statement of “Matching Numbers” as described
herein. Proceeds for the sale of this Vehicle will be paid to Seller after the terms of this document have been met.

_______________________________________________
SELLER PRINTED NAME

__________________________________________
DATE / SELLER SIGNATURE

PREMIER AUCTION GROUP  1-844-593-7355  21221 Edgewater Drive  Port Charlotte, Florida 33952

